planes, trains and automobiles

A CBE FILM SERIES AND 1-CREDIT SEMINAR
exploring the relationship of film and the built environment

open to graduates and undergraduates

winter 2019
Fridays, 3:30-5:50 PM, Gould 322
(JUST 6 SESSIONS: January 10, 17, 24, February 7, 21, March 6)

Film offers dramatic insights into how we envision, construct and navigate our built environments. At the same time, cinema influences how we understand and design complex ideas and real places. Winter quarter we explore different genres of films from across the world and investigate the intersection of transportation, movement and the city. We’ll examine both metaphors and (real) mobilities, and the ways in which movies imagine urban travel and infrastructure, and the stories and experiences modes of transport inspire.

FOR MORE INFO EMAIL: Neile Graham at neile@uw.edu or Keith Harris at gkh2@uw.edu

ALL WELCOME FOR SCREENINGS!
For course credit, please register for BE 498 F or BE 598 F